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Because of regulations around filming with children 
as well as the time restrains, we have to cast 
someone aged 17 or older. So let’s embrace this 
rather than fight it. Let’s tell the story of a geeky 
teenage misfit who, after learning of the looming 
apocalypse, is given a new lease of confidence 
(like this cool dude! ⇨)

But while he may have new-found confidence, he 
does not have new-found taste. His romantic 
efforts are painfully cringeworthy, destructive, 
funny, but oh so endearing!

This is an oddball story of romance and revenge 
all set to the tune of Honne’s sexy track. This is 
Napoleon Dynamite meets Stranger Things meets 
Superbad.

why, hello there



Everyone can recognise a bit of themselves in 
Boy. The awkward misfit who so desperately wants 
to ask out the girl but just can’t pluck up the 
courage.

But today is the day of the geek’s revenge. The 
world is ending so he doesn’t need to hide who he 
is anymore! At last he can wear the beige 
turtleneck with the embroidered dragon that he 
loves, he can blow dry his hair if he wants, and he 
can proudly share his collection or Airfix models 
and immaculate back catalogue of Personal 
Computer World.

I was (am) very Boy. I performed magic as a 
teenager to try and impress the girls because I 
was rubbish at sports. I collected yoyos and 
Pokemon cards, but only in secret because I was 
too ashamed of being seen as a nerd.

Well, there’s no need hide anymore. Today, we 
celebrate our inner Boy. The world is ending, so it’s 
time to release your inner misfit. Be Boy!

be Boy



approach and casting
Oh, boy. We need to find that unforgettable face 
and perfectly pitched deadpan performance. By 
opening up the age range to 17 years and older we 
massively increase the pool of talent.

I want someone who can do deadpan. That resting 
geek face. Less is more. Deader than dead eyes.

Performance is more important than physique. He 
could be a bit podgy, but he could be skinny and 
gaunt; that’s also funny. Or he could have an 
average build but a remarkable face. Let’s keep our 
eyes open.

The tone will be wonderfully weird. There’s the 
apocalypse, there’s revenge, there’s magic, there’s 
satirising romantic comedy, there’s a distinctly 
stilted and oddball feel. But underneath all this is a 
heartwarming story that will warm all our cockles. 
The ever enduring story of the underdog winning 
the girl. It’s a story that everyone loves.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq-9QBUmELA


We need a boy that looks odd but sweet and innocent. 
i’m open  to all ethnicities. he could be older but look 
younger to help us  with the schedule. he can be podgy 
but not crazy overweight.

For me, performance will be key. someone who can hold 
a look,  someone who can do deadpan, someone who is 
a bit dead  behind the eyes!

Girl should be a similar age  and as plain as they come. i 
like  the idea that he is totally obsessed with someone 
who is very  unremarkable.that’s fun!

it could also be fun if he was really short and she was 
quite tall for  her age. i love a physically mismatched 
couple!

CAST



Boy (looks 15-17 years old, jeans and t-shirt, glasses, geeky, think 
Napoleon Dynamite) is sat on his bike on a suburban street. He 
gazes at a girl (also mid teens), unremarkable, awkward looking. 
She’s reading a book in the front  garden. Boy is really attracted to 
her. 

She looks at him but he looks away; he’s not good enough for her. 
He gazes at his pathetic reflection in a murky puddle: what a loser. 
Suddenly his reflection is replaced by a ghostly figure shrouded in 
pink; it’s Pink Sweat$. With wise weighty gravitas he says to the 
boy: “bro, the world is ending in a week” Sweat$ raises an 
eyebrow as if to say; you know what you gotta do...

Prologue (0:00 - 0:07)
Slow retro zooms in; Boy looks back at the girl, now with cold 
dead eyes. He knows what he’s gotta do…

Title: What Would You Do? by HONNE ft. PINK  SWEAT$

Intro (0:08 - 0:24)
Boy appears in slow-motion with those dead eyes, clad in full 
beige three piece suit walking down the street (ala Reservoir 
Dogs). He pulls what looks like a flick knife from his breast pocket. 
But out flicks a comb and he touches up his hair while he walks.

Verse 1 (0:25 - 0:44)
He reaches over a white picket fence and grabs a tray full of 
freshly cut pink roses from the hands of a bemused gardener 
(played wonderfully by Andy or James). 

Boy takes a rose and drops the rest on the floor. He doesn’t give a 
shit. He smells the rose and proceeds to rub it and its scent on his 
neck and wrists, as if it were a magazine scent strip.

He stops to check his teeth in the handlebar mirror of a pushbike. 
They look sexy. We cut wide to see someone (Andy or James) is 
sat on the bike, looking at the kid like ‘am I invisible??’ 

here’s the story



Bridge (0:45 - 0:59)
Boy settles in front of Girl’s house again. She’s still reading 
her book. He looks down at his reflection in the puddle and 
straightens his tie. Pink Sweat$ appears again and gives 
him a deadpan encouraging point.

Boy looks at Girl. Girl looks at him. Zoom in as boy sexily 
removes his specs. The intensity is explosive. What’s 
gonna happen?

Chorus 1 (1:00 - 1:17)
On the chorus Boy takes the plunge; he dances up the  
driveway in a weird and seductive way. His eyes are locked 
on her, he doesn’t blink. His deadly serious demeanour 
makes it very strange and very funny. He skillfully dodges a 
dog poo in his dance. Girl stares back, totally transfixed. 
Boy reaches Girl and holds out a palm. What will she do?

Verse 2 / PINK SWEAT$ (1:18 - 1:42)
The couple are sat in an old Saab convertible, stationary on 
Boy’s driveway. Boy, with deadpan sincerity, shows off the 
cool features of his sweet ride. The Pink Sweat$ dollar sign 
air freshener hanging from the rearview mirror. And in the 
glove compartment loaded full of Pink Sweat$ CDs.

He gestures to the digital dash which with a sexy nod. Pink 
Sweat$ appears on the screen in a pink space, singing to 
camera seductively. Boy, eyes closed, mouths along to 
some of the lyrics; he’s mates with Pink Sweat$. Girl looks 
on, deadpan, nodding slightly; she may be impressed.



Bridge (1:43 - 1:59)
Boy has locked eyes with Girl. He reaches into his breast pocket 
and produces a pink flower and mouths ‘I love you’, as the lyrics 
instruct.

Girl takes the rose but cuts her finger on a thorn. Not to worry, 
Boy is sexy and first aid trained, he dabs disinfectant on her 
finger, gently and sultrily puts on a plaster. Girl is impressed by 
these skills. She clasps the handbrake suggestively and releases 
the brake. But boy has only just started getting lessons, so veers 
slowly into the recycling wheelie bin.

Middle 8 (2:00 - 2:17)
Boy lights a candle with his collectors Zippo lighter. The wind 
instantly blows the candle out, but Boy’s focus has moved to Girl 
as they sharing a romantic love seat on Boy’s parent’s patio. Boy 
takes off Girl’s glasses. Their eyes are locked and their lips are 
puckered, ready for a kiss. They magically slide towards each 
other. Closer and closer, and closer... girl opens her eyes, slightly 
confused as to why their lips have not met yet. Boy is still in the 
moment. Closer and closer...

Guitar Solo (2:18 - 2:33)
But before their lips meet their attention is stolen. The camera 
whips around to reveal Bully Boy appearing from behind a bush 
(he’s younger than the pair; like 13, very short and a bit odd 
looking) He has a leather jacket over his shoulder. He does a 
strange little jig; a mating dance, if you will. Then he steals Girl 
away and Boy is left alone, completely confused as to what has 
happened. Girl looks back in desperation.

Chorus 2 (2:34 - 3:09)
The climax of the video is about revenge. Boy storms down the 
street in search of Bully and Girl. He tramples over the rose 
garden from the beginning. The gardener looks even more 
exasperated this time. 

He can’t find them, what’s gonna happen? Boy hears something 
and looks down; Pink Sweat$ is in the puddle again and points 
Boy down the road. Boy runs in that direction.



Boy rounds the corner and there they are, hand in hand on 
the street. Boy rushes up and grabs Bully’s leather jacket 
from his shoulder and throws it on the ground. The boys 
stare at each other. A standoff. Boy pulls something from 
his pocket; it’s the Zippo lighter which he lights and throws 
onto the jacket. Nothing happens. Bully is weirded out and 
can’t be arsed with this. He pumps his chest and walks 
away.

We end on a killer slow-mo shot of boy and Girl holding 
hands as  they walk away from the now smoking jacket. 
Boy cracks a smile; he got the girl. Suddenly the jacket 
explodes (the biggest explosion we can afford to do.) The 
couple don’t look back.

Wow. What a day...



I want to create an odd, retro atmosphere to go with the weird, 
stilted performances. slow intense zooms, composed frames, 
pastel colours. Think the throwback-ness of Stranger Things. I 
like the idea of going with a pink theme. It’s the colour of love, 
the colour of Pink sweat$.

On the right is a video for salvatore Ganacci - I love the 
deadpan tone of  this. The emotionless expressions.that’s what 
we want. also it has some  of the weirdness our story has. 
apperisions, weird dancing, magic...

Bottom left is a short film and a great reference for tone and 
performance.

bottom right is End of the F***ing World TV series. again, the 
deadpan  tone, look and feel is on point.

look and feel

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkRkuI0ZgX0
https://vimeo.com/86633937
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aV-y3bvYFYA


location brief
Suburban, American style, retro, driveways, 
front gardens, middle class idyll, bungalows 
maybe.



casting brief Boy:

Male.
Looks 15 to 17 years old.

Any ethnicity.
Any build.

Distinctive features.
Dancing skills are a bonus.

Boy is a geek with a new lease of confidence. He must have comic timing and 
an innate ability to play a mesmerising deadpan performance. Think Napoleon 

Dynamite vibes. A lovable misfit.

Girl:

Female.
Looks 15 to 17 years old.

Any ethnicity.
Any build.

Ideally distinctive features.

Girl is a teenage misfit. Shy, retiring but sweet. She is charmed by Boy’s 
affectations. We need someone comfortable playing a deadpan performance.

Bully:

Male.
Looks 10-13ish.

Any ethnicity.
Perhaps distinctive build; like very petite.

Dancing skills preferable.

A cool dude with smooth dancing skills who steals the girl away. Natural 
confidence and swagger are key.


